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It is rather interesting to learn that we have been
caught in the midst of perhaps the worst winter of the
century. Industry has shut down, schools , as many as
150 Illinois towns were suffering from water problems.
There is the pathetic story of a mother using the same
bath water for berseH and two small sons, then bails
out the tub to flush their toilel
The snowbound city of Buffalo and nine Western New
York counties were declared "a major disaster area"
by President Carter last week.
Carter also declared a state of emergency in
Michigan because of the impact of snow, ice,and cold.
What does all this mean?
Save Heat. Save Money. During the winter montm;
the furnace is the greatest user of energy in the home.
The Dlinois Commerce Commission which regulates
public utilities in Illinois advises consumers to
conserve energy by being sure that home heating units
operate efficiently. Furnace filters should be checked
monthly. A good fllter allows light to pass through its
fibers easily. When mters are dirty, heat goes up the
chimney instead of into the house. Change or clean
dirty filters to prevent heat loss. The Commission
suggests setting thermostats between 6H8 degrees
during the day. Heating costs increase about 3 per cent
for each degree above 70". At night a heating system
will use about 12 per cent less fuel when the thermostat
is lowered from 70 to 60 degrees. A high humidity level
in the home will allow you to feel comfortable at lower
temperatures, the Commission says.
MALCOLM X MEMORIAL MEETING
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 7p.m.
W .E.E. CONFERENCE ROOM <off Hall of Governors)
SPONSORS: The Innovator and the Ethnic Studies
Program
Featuring the film "Malcolm X and the Struggle for
Black Freedom" and Omari Musa, staff sriter for The
Militant newspaper. Musa is part of the Militant's
investigating team on Malcolm's assassination. He will
speak on Malcolm's contribution to the Black freedom
struggle and will be releasing details of government
harassment against the slain Black leader, including
FBE files on Malcolm that were released to the
Militant under the Freedom of Information Act.
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MALCOLM X MEMORIAL MEETING
TUESDAY,FEBRUARY22,7P.M.
W.E.E. CONFERENCE ROOM (off Hall of
Governors)
SPONSORS: The Innovator and the Ethnic
Studies Program
Featuring the film "Malcolm X and the Struggle
for Black Freedom" and Omari Musa, staff
writer for The Mllitant newspaper. Musa is part
of the Mllitant's investigating team on
Malcolm's assasis nation. He will speak on
Malcolm's contribution to the Black freedom
struggle and will be releasing details of govern
ment harassment against the slain Black leader.
including FBI files on Malcolm that were
released to tbe Mllitaat under the Freedom of In
formation Act.
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In regard to operations and grants, I
believe that we must ask ourselves one
basic question- Is quality education cor
related with increased funding? If this cor
relation is accurate, then I believe that
AISG should actively pursue the largest
amount of funds possible for higher educa
tion. If this is not so, which I believe is
true, then we must re-evalua te our entire
strategy. I do not believe that the univer
sities nor the board of Higher Education
have adequetely justi fied the need for
more funds in the interest of providing
quality education for the students of the
s ta te of Illinois. Moreover. I have become
convinced that the student interest is a
seconda ry concern of these various
boards . It is up to the students to look out

for their own interests, a phenomona
which will become increasingly prevalent
in the upcoming session.
Can the systems and the BHE justify the
need for a tuition increase? Not necessa ri
ly. When money is tight as it is in the state
of Illinois, the universities should look out
for the benefit of the students instead of
themselves. Obviously this is not the case.
I recommend that AISG should try to find
examples of wasteful spending that should

and must be eliminated at the universities.
Should the University of Ill inois and
Southern Illinois University have airports
equiped with a half a dozen a irplanes?
Should professors be allowed to do

resea rch instead of teaching while getting
paid $30.000 a year.
Another aspect of the budget which
should be given attention is the fact that
the BH E recommends a 7% salary in-

by Sue Gray

crease for faculty and administrators.
This !� justified by the lack of increases to
be in parity with the increases in cost of
living. Yet, the BHE fails to recognize that
students suffer the same dollar de
va luation as the faculty. The BHE finds
itself trying the same tactic that it tried
last yea r- tying salary increases to tuition.
In conclusion. I believe that AISG should
not support the notion that increases in
funding are necessarily correlated to bet
ter education. We see waste, yet. at the
same time higher tuitions a re being sug
gested. It is time to blow the whistle.
Closely related to the tuition question is
the ISSC. I believe that this should be a
matter of concern.

1. Maximum award- In FY 75-75 the
ISSC was a pproximately 5 million short of
funding all qualified students who needed
assistance. In FY 76-77 the ISSC was a p
proximately 7 million short in funding
those who needed help. I believe that AISG
should be vehemently opposed to any in
creases in this a rea. We can show that
many students a re not being funded under
a low tuition policy and it will be impossi
ble to elevate this problem under a high
tuition policy.
2. The Student to Student Grant Pro
gram should be strongly supported for this
next fiscal year.
3. Yea r-round processing of applications
should be another high priori ty.
4. Summer school grants should be re
instated.
We shall have a tough road to follow this
spring. but if we do not look out for our own
interests no one wil l .

Something to Think About.
I would like to express my a ppreciation
to Ron Saucci for his recent sensitive a rticle on the potential and, to some degree,
rea lized effects of Western interest in
Oriental religions in social concerns. I
would like to respond, in part, to some
fallacies in his trea tment on the part of
medita tion in the larger scope of religion :
First, Mr. Saucci, I question your
reference to the interest you note as

Lion immedia tely results in any kind of
alvation or enlightment . St. Paul's
arguments on the place of faith over good
works in Christia ni ty a re well known .
What I am saying. in short, is that
Eastern religiOn cannot be summed up by
.
.
med1tat10n, nor Western religion by social
action. Thel'efore, we cannot say ta ht
these middle- and upper-class s tudents,
"wra pped in yoga posi tions and chanting
"spiri tuality." What I call spirituality is mantras," have rea lly grasped the mean
based on a depth psychology model of total ing of Orienta l religions, or an Oriental
psychic involvement, as demonstrated in form of spiritua lit .
y
my illustration <a modified version of one
Also. medi tation is not just an Eastern
used in Alan Watt's 1940 book, The Mean- phenomenon. Many Christians mystics
ing or Happiness.
pra �ticed this kin
of technique , under
Depth psychology is an attempt to arrive vanous names : w1tness Teresa of Avila,
a t the va rious psychic causes for human Jacob Boehme, and the writer of "The
behavior. The Intellect deals with the con- Cloud of Unknowing ." The past century
scious mind and thought; Sensation deals has seen Paul Tillich and Thomas Merton
with touch, taste, sight, smell, and hear- both
of
whom
found
benefi t
i
ing ; Feeling deals with the emotions ; In- meditation-benefit used toward their
tuition deals with subconscious or "gut Christian endeavors.
feeling" im pressions. This is all superimAll of these people, students and
posed upon the Yin-yang symbol of activi- religious people alike, amay have begun
ty and passivity, continua lly blending into on a course which can bring the world
each other.
closer together in understanding and
Meditation and social involvement are unification. Let us not forget that it took
two di fferent behaviors, sometimes based Jesus thirty-odd years to decide upon and

�

�

upon the religious drive. No religion can be
reduced to a definition just by either of
these. Further. I don't think tha t any
Eastern holy man will claim that medita-

�� NEVAH

God

begm his ministry.
seems to work
'
though not a lways im mediately.
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My name is Tim Salmen, from your
Library Staff.
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The class locations are posted on the
bulletin board near the entrance. Studying
it, I find that mine, "Fi lm : H istory of
Creative Sty le," is in the multi-media
Dome, Building B.
"Uh, could you tell me where the Multi
media Dome is?" I ask a student who's
standing near.
"Waht department are you in?" is the
answer to my question.
Sensing that the other student doesn't
know where the class- room is. but would
l ike to be helpful, I answer. "Language
and the Human condition. "
The student hesita tes and I grow ner
vous.
"Maybe it's not called Language and the
Human condition. Actua lly. 1', interested
in literature. but they don't offer literature
here. They offer 'Language and the
Human condition . '
"This time I ' m talking a film course
which is offered in the dea prtment of
cultural studies which is where 'Langauge
and the Human condition' is."
The student stares. "Why don't you ask
'Information'?" He points to a clearly
labeled office right nea r the bulletin board.
I wait in line Apparently a lot of people
need information.
When my turn comes, I say, to the per
son behind the desk . ''I'm a new student.
Could you tell me where to find the Mull
media Dome?"
"Straight ahead and to your right
through the cafeteria . You can't miss it."
"Straight ahead and to my right." I
mumble as I follow the directions.
Sti ll mumbling. I walk through what

must be a corridor. but which a lso a ppears
to be the cafeteria . I stop mumbling. not
wantin to make a bad im pression on all the
eyes that life as I walk by

I a pproach doors tha t say. "Cultural
Studies . "

··sure. i t's in here." I walk more con
fidently now.
Soon I've reached the end of the hallway
where I rea lize I'm out of Building B and
into A. I begin to think the Dome might be
outside.
"There was something," I reca ll, "that
looked like a balloon way out in a field
West of the building.
" I'm facing East, now-maybe ."
I'm mumbling, again, as I walk toward
the cultural studies offices where I plan on
asking for more di rections .
Something is strange. A door tha t I'm
sure was ther as I walked down the hall
disa ppea red.
Someone notices me looking bewildered.
·'What a re you looking for?'' he asks.
"There was a doorway here when I
wa lked down the hall just now, but when I
got back it was gone. "
"Oh. This school is very progressive.
Always changing. Maybe I can help you."
Feeling skeptical.
but
not tota l ly
di ·couraged . I tell h•m that I 'm looking for
the Multmedia Dome.
"It's right there .'' The man poi nts to . a
two story. curved purple wall. Letters,
gayly prmtc i in blue. yellow and pink
climb up 1ts s1de, proclaiming, "Multi
media . "
I ' m filled with a swell of relief.
"Thanks a lot."
I enter the classroom as quit:tly as
po ·s1ble. but the instructor stops lecturing
to greet me.
"I'm sorry I'm late. I couldn't find the
cia sroom . "
I observe that mside the purple wall.
there are wh1te wa lls which do, indeed.
rt> emble a dome.
!\ly classmates a re laughing.
"You haven't arr1ved until you've been

lost at G S U." the instructor explains.
I ta ke a seat. I feel good. I 've been
lost

and found-at G S U .

From the Other
Side of the Tracks

by Nonis Cansler I I .L.D.

The past three years I have been a graduate student at Governors Sta te University
and a part of its growth . "From the field on the other side of the tracks to the field on
the other side of the tracks.''
From the field on the other side of the tracks I have silently, documentingly. wat
ched the ha ppy conception and reception of this university and its mandate of "an
open and innovated learning insti tution bring relief and hope that genuine people
university level. so
would come together to live. learn. and mnova te on a communilv
·
·
..
that all people therein could receive the greatest of benefits.
From the field on the other side of the tracks we have witnessed the erosion of
academic, administra tive. and student rights and positions. From the field on the
other side of the tracks this university mandate of "open and innovated" has been
prostituted. In two years we have witnessed some of the least competent academic.
admini strative. student. and other personnel 1 mi norities and wh1te 1 litera lly given
position where they secretly design codes and conduct, that a re detrimental to all that
are affiliated with this university . Some of these incompetent people are now in
decision rendering ca paci ties and a re now passing judgment on men and women
<black & white> that are more intell igent, articulate, and the most highly competent
that can be found at this uni versity, or any university, or in any so-<:alled humane
community. If this universi ty and this community which it serves had ()r have in
tentions of being "open and innovative" then responsible civic, sane, educated people,
owe to themselves the hard task of removing the image that is so vivid from the field
on the other side the tracks.
From the field on the other side of the tracks the view of this university and i ts man
date now stands as a closed, anachronistic, blatant, racist. learning institution that
has shed its 1966-76 mandate and returned to one of post reconstruction 1865-1955 .
From the field on the other side of the tracks we feel that this universi ty and, com
munity can and should reaffirm its intentions and position to itself and the original
mandate. When this originality occurs, then this university and this community will
be able to see and, hea r the difference between the overt and covert, persona l and
academic, racist actions of a Tom Kelly C.C.S. and, the humane and articulate, com
petent academics and personal actions of a Bobby Mills C.C.S.
''From the field on the other side of the tracks" the view is that this university and
community is willing to sit idly by and watch the emasculation of education at this
university and in this community. Who's Next? Is this Governors State or Watergate?
From the field on the other side of the tracks we have come a long way. From the field
on the other side of the tracks "open and innovative" a ppears as only an illusion of the
past. a mere facade..
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Trust and Responsibility

Gloria Lewis
University.
When one listen a1 d watches Bobby
speak, on any subje!t •' is very easy to be
carried away by the !>heer verbiage, but
more overwhelm 1g than the lo
quaciousness of his style is the substance
contained there-in. Though some may not
realize it, Bobby is a h1ghly spiritual man,
and it is this same quality that he has
recognized in Pres. Carter. He speaks of
our new president with enthusiasm and
confidence that this man possesses the
knowledge and spiritual enlightenment to
see himself realistically and, therefore, to
see others in the same way.
And it will be through this unimpaired
vision, that Pres. Carter will view the pro
blems facing us in our struggle for a better
government. "Pres. Carter," Bobby says,
"lives his life on the inside. That's why he
can come out and say the things he did
about lusting in his mind. If you live your
life on the outside, you get out of touch with
that which called you into being. The pro
blems in society are symptomatic to the
values of that society." Our society is
governed by those who care much for

'Bobby Mills, PH.D.," was the signature
on two of the millions of letters received at
the Plains, Ga. headquarters of Pres.
Elect, Jimmy Carter, in the final weeks
before the quiet man from "down-home"
moved into the White House.
These letters were expressions of hope
that Pres. Carter's "consciousness and
awareness" along with his many other vir
tues, would help him "restore calm to a
troubled world and bring to government
the principles of rationality and efficien
cy".
Perhaps as a direct result of these
messages, Bobby not only received the
standard reply to his well wishes, but also
an invitation to attend Pres. Carter's In
auguration.
Among the many dignitaries with whom
Bobby spoke while in the capital were U.N.
Ambssador, Andrew Young; Senators Ed
ward Brooke; Hubert Humphrey, and Ted
Kennedy. He also had the opportunity to
discuss with the two Illinois Senators,
Charles Percy and Adlai Stevenson, the
problems of blacks at Governors State

materialism, but very little for the eleva
tion of man-kind to a position of dignity
and productivity. Because Pres. Carter is
in touch with God he is aloof from all the
"outside'· thinking and, says Bobby. 'He
can deal with politics with introspection."
The Carters have been depicted, often
unflatteringly, as country yokels. But Bob
by characterizes Pres. Carter as a "true
agrarian". The press and other media
have over-worked the Carter's southern
background because he represents a
"Culture-shock". Bobby suggests that if
Pres. Carter were calling upon the same
old-line establishment figures to help him
run things the media would be more flat
tering to his life-style. Instead. he is call
ing upon those who, like himself, believe
that there is no place in government for
"privilege."
Sprawling in his office swivel chair, Bob
by explained, ''Carter is the first President
to say that there is no place in a free socie
ty for privileges for the few. When there is
a privileged segment of the society, that
dissapates competence. breeds inefficien
cy. It reduces the level of confidence in the
"

society. It is only through collective
responsibility that we attain colective
freedom."
As Bobby continued his analysis of Pres.
Carter and his chances of succeeding in his
attempt to bring America around to a posi
tion of "Responsibility''. he made many
references to God Not those lofty, vague
allusions that automatically turn off the
ear. but logical, profoundly simple
statements of common sense.
The situation in the world today can be
held proof of the prophecy, "The first shall
be last and the last shall be first". A
southern peanut farmer would certainly be
the last likely person to be elected Presi
dent of this country. But he was!
Bobby's question is, "Who but God could
do what has been done? Here is a political
unknown who delivered himself. through
the political process. to the presidency.
Who but God could do that?
We will no doubt, be hearing a lot about
God in the coming four years. And perhaps
it's a good thing. A little godliness and
every-day-ness wouldn't hurt.

"
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Gary Tyler Appeal Denied:
SusanHaig

vouth. was hit and later died.
The cop then stopped the bus Tyler was
on. ·earched the bus and the students for 2
hours and found no gun. Then. when all the
students were at the police station, the
cops removed a seat from the bus and an
nounced they had "found" a 45-caliber
automallc p1stol stuffed into a slash in the
seat Oddly, the gun had been mysterious
ly removed earlier from a police firing
range.
With a background of racist hystena
flamed by the Ku Klux Klan, Tyler was
framed up and an all-while jury convicted
h1m of first degree murder and sentenced
him to death. Only one student on the bus,
Natll1e Blanks claimed to have seen Gary
fire the shot. The bus driver had testified
though that the shot could not possibly
have come from the bus. Blanks had a
h1story of mental instability and was pen
ding charges on drugs at the time of the
tnal but the jury was never given that in·

On January 24; the Lou1sfana Supreme
Court rejected Gary Tyler's appeal and
sentenced him to life in pnson at hard
labor. Parole. prob lion. or suspension
will be impo:sible for at least 20 years.
Tyler was convicte« on a trumped-up
murder charge in :-.Jov. 1975 that grew out
of a fatal 5hooting at Destrehan High
School. near New Orleans. on Oct. 7, 197-1.
On that da\. the school had closed early
due to anti-Black violence by white
students and the Black students were to be
bussed home. Gary Tyler, who was not at
school that day. was picked up by a deputy
shenff and dr1ven to the school just as a
bus full of Black students was about to
leave Tyler was put into the bus and as the
three buses of Black students drove past a
rockthrowing mob of 200 screaming
whites, a shot was fired from somewhere
and 13 year old Timothy Weber, a white

formation Since ht•r first tesllmony.
Blanks has slated that he had lied on the
w1tness stand due to pohce pre·sure. Yet
the judge has refu ed to accept this!
Gar�(s lawyer has said that he will take
the case to the Supreme Court and if that
fails he will seek a new trial m slate court.
Garv Tvler's case has become known
around the country and many people are
involved in the campaign to set him free.
His supporters have held teach-ins. and
rallies to demand a halt to the racist
frame·up Like with Angela Davis, JoAnne
Little and other victims. mass pressure is
necessary to get results. Juanita Tyler,
Garv
' ·s mother has criss-crossed the na
llon to speak about the case and was here
at GSU last November to bring us the facts
about the injusllce to her son. She is now
urging her son's supporters to ·•fight more
and build the effort bigger.'' For informa
tion on what you can do or to send contributions write: Gary Tyler Defense Fund,

.

•

·

Post Office Box
siana70152or phone: (5041568-9890.

AFT Oppose Tuition Hike

A statement of opposition to the IIJinois
Board of Higher Education's recom
mended tutition increase in the Illinois
public universities was released today by
the presidents of American Federation of
Teachers organizations in each of the state
university systems at a press conference
at the University of Illinois, Champaign
Urbana.
Margaret Schmid, president of the AFT
Faculty Federation in the Board of Gover
nors university system; Gary Adelman,
president of the Union of Professional Em
ployees at the University of Illinois, Cham
paign-Urbana; Michael Quam. president
of the Sangamon Stateaculty Union in the
Board of Regents system; and Herbert
Donow, president of the Carbondale
Federation of University Teachers,
Southern Illinois University, joined in
calling for the defeat of the recommended
tuition hike.
Harl Ray, Illinois State Federation of
Labor, AFL-CIO Legislative Director, and
Oscar Wei!, Illinois Federation of
Teachers Legislative Director, par
ticipated in the press conferenc as well to
express their organizations' opposition to a
tuition increase..
The faculty union leaders said:
We call for the lllinois public university
governing boards, the Illinois state
legislature, and Governor Thompson to
reject the Board of Higher Education's
recommended tuition increase in the state
university systems.
Data on tuition increases indicates that
tuition increases lead to student
enrollment decreases. Since both in
dividual and social welfare increasingly
require more highly educated citi�ens, ac
cess to public higher education should be
expanded rather than contracted. To in-

cr�se tuition is to make public policy in evidence that revenues raised by a tuition
favor of decreasing access to higher increase would benefit the state univer
education.
sities.·
Data shows also that middle-income
The central question, however. is the
families are severely adversely affected commitment of the stat of Illinois to
by tuition increases. Lower-income providing quality higher education for its
students. dependent upon often under citizens.
funded financial aid programs such as our
Illinois ranks in the top 20 percent of the
own Illinois State Scholarship Com states in tax revenues. but in the bottom 20
mission, often find thei ability to pursue percent of the states in support for public
their educations disrupted and en higher education. Higher education's
dangered.
share of Illinois general revenues has gone
For these and other reasons. there is no from 23.09 per cent in fiscal 1967 to 15.55

percent in fiscall976.
Rather than levying for a special "tax"
on students in the form of increased tuition
to make up for the state's recent un
willingness to fund public higher education
at the proper level. we call on the gover
ning boards of the state universities, the
state legislature. and Governor Thompson
to exercise their leadership respon
sibilities. Rather than decreasing student
enrollment through increased tuition. we
call upon them to resstore state support for
Illinois public higher education to its
proper and necessary level

Assasination in
French Indochina, 1954
Matthew A. Koswenda

During the last days that the French
were still in VietNam, Colonial Route One
along the seacoast of Tonkin became
known as "The Street Without Joy". Har
dly a convoy made its way along the old
road without coming under fire from the
Viet Minh.
One afternoon, two legionnaires took
cover in a ditch near seven Pagodas when
their convoy was ambushed. Both were
Rumanians; members of displaced per
sons who swelled the ranks of the legion af
ter the war. Once in the ditch the older
soldier, Sergeant Vystavek found himself
looking into the muzzle of the privates'
submachine gun.

Staring into the eyes of the private, stomach ..... "Please don't, Please don't
Sergeant Vystavek remembered other ..... the next shots hit the groin ..... the last
eyes ..... the lifeless eyes of the inmates of hit the brain.
the concentration camp he had com
When the Viet Minh ceased fire and with
manded in Rumania during the War.
drew, a legion medic ran up to the ditch
He had enlisted in the legion and - to the and looked in at the dead Sergeant
hell of VietNam to escape any possible at thinking that the Viets had gotten him,
tempts to bring him to justice. As he "Too bad, eh?", he was a Rumanian like
studies the face of the private, this was a you.
Rumanian Jew who had enlisted in the
"Yes" the private said in broken French
legion endured the miseries of Indochina ... "JUST LIKE ME."
for one reason ..... no power on earth could
have stopped the finger that whitened on
NOTE: STORY as told author by
the trigger.
The first bullets hit the stomach ..... he Sergeant Donald Knight, special forces,
rolled over on his back and clutched his during the Summer of 1971, VietNam.

Pagel

During my investigation of "Easy
Credit" I interviewed Lendel Ferguson,
general manager of Personal Finance
in Hazelcrest, III. They are a subsidiary of
Minnesota Mutual, but are still governed
by the Illinois Dept. of Financial Institu
tions.
Ferguson: Hello; pleased to meet you.
Anna : Thank you for taking this time to
talk to me.
Tell me,
Are y o u r a verage
customers lower income, middle income.
blue collar or white collar workers?
Ferguson : It is usually blue collar
worker who is earning on an average of
$10,000 to $15,000 a ye.tr.
Anna : What are the different kinds of
loans your company makes?
Ferguson : We have three basic kinds of
loans : Small loans G-$50.00 $50-$1000 and
indirect financing on home loan mortgage ;
where we take back a second mortage for
improvement purposes.
Anna : It is rumored that many
finance companies does business thru
direct mailings, soliciting cosumers to ap
ply for loans with their company. Does
your company do any direct mailing?
Ferguson : At one time we did but found
it was too risky and not very profitable.
Our counterparts and larger competitors
American Finance and General Finance
are findi ng themselves in hot water <finan
cially> because of this technique. They
were indiscrimi na tely giving loans out in
this manner. Our organization discon
tinued this policy two years ago. There
was also some legislation at that time that
does not allow the use of the mails as a sell
ing device of this nature.
Anna: What is y our average rate of in
terest?
Ferguson : It varies according to the
amount being loaned. We have what is

0

Anna : How does a customer qualify for
called A.P.R. <Average Percentage Rate> ble; whereas bank have the attitude that
which is an add-on. Compared to banks, they can take y u or leave you because the one of your loan programs?
who compound interest monthly. our rates loans <unless it for a car or home> are not
Ferguson : The easiets way is if he was a
are much higher than banks. A .P.R. is large enough for t em to waste their time.
usually 30 percent.
They don't have to give you a loan if they former borrower who had a good payment
.
Anna : I went to HouseHold Finance and choose not to. And then too, banks are history. If a new applicant, he must have
General Finance <two largest lending in much more careful about who they make been employed six months steadily, fill out
application and we run a credit check for
stitutions), and tried to get applications to loans to.
wage assignments and bankruptcies. I try
fill out at my leisure but was refused. I was
Anna : Who are the main competitors in to explain them the interest rate and the
told that they can only be filled out in the
Finance Companies?
terms of the contract. But it has been my
office. Why is this?
experience that they don't listen because
Ferguson : That is because within the in
Ferguson : H.F.C. and Genera l Finance.
they
are too anxious to get the money and
dustry we worry about one company's
Anna : What ceiling, if any, do you have fail to read the fine print.
form being more simplistic or better than
on the loan you make?
others. It's just a policy of our internal
Anna : You mentioned earlier that your
Ferguson : we can now, as of 1972 firm is expanding. Why is thi ?
organization.
legislation, lend up to $10,000. But the in
Anna : Why do people come to Finance
Ferguson : Because of the Christmas
instead of banks where they know, that the terest rate is so exorbitant it is only done in
crunch. There was a time when a family of
special cases.
interest rates are usua lly lower?
four could have a nice Christmas on 150.00
Ferguson : Service. We take UH5
Anna : Would you please explain actual
No more. They now need $600 . 00 or more
mmutes to fill out an aoolication an
rate of interest vs. add-on.
because they want a new color T.V., dish
hour to run it thru the Credit Bureau. ·nus
. Ferguson : All the rates are in a little
way our money is made more available black book that is published by our main washer, or some new fangled appliance
and quicker. Many of the people who come office and A.P. R.'s are very standard in that won't wait.
to finance companies do not qualify fer ihe industry. It would take a computer to
Anna : How has E.R.A. been beneficial
bank loans for one reason or anothe1' !ell you how we arrive at the A.P.R. The for woman getting credit.
such as blue collar workes who do not ,tustomer pays 12.78 percent one year on
Ferguson : It has hurt them more then
understand the economics or just people the balance and 1 1.78 the between on and
helped. Because when our computers run
who would rather have the services of a declining balance the next year.
their names thru for a credit check nothing
Finance Co. Usually people from within
comes out.
the community.
Anna: Do private companies sell you
So we can't extend any credit to someone
Anna: What is the actual rate of interest
their paper and give you a percentage of who has never had credit established in
on a loan of $ 1 ,000 borrowed for 2 yrs.
the profit from successfully collecting their own name, which makes it more dif
Ferguson : 25-29percent, which means it them? If so is it profitable to you?
ficult for them to obtain credit in their own
costs $280 annua!Jy to use our mon�y.
Ferguson: We do buy the accounts from name.
Anna : Is there any threat that banks will small businesses at a 10 percent profit, but
ever displace finance companies as a considering we do an average of $850,000
Anna : What percentage of your
whole?
only $50,000 is in accounts receivable from customers are now woman.?
Ferguson : Oh no. We're that necessary small business. It is hardly worth the time
Ferguson : About 5-10 percent. In the
evil in society. Minnesota Mutua l which is to solicit their business.
past it was less than 1/2 percent, but with
the fifth largest insurance company in the
Anna : What percentage of your the new ruli ngs and women being heads of
U .S. has 48 offices nation wide. We pro coustomers are skip accounts <No pay Ac households it is a different ba ll game.
Thank you Mr. Ferguson for your time and
vide a service to people coming to us for counts)?
help, and we go all out to help where possi Ferguson: Now it's 1-1/2 percent until is my hope that you continue successfully
about two years ago it was higher, more in your business . You seem to really enjoy
it and I wish you the best.
like 3-4-1/2 percent.

Seminar/Lecture Series

ADVERTISI.NG SPECIALTIES

Need You
Plans are in the making for a University
wide Seminar/Lecture Series much
broader in nature and scope than the
current Human Learning and Develop
ment lecture series. Perhaps because of
his involvement and subsequent success in
previous HLD lecture series, Dr. Tulsi
Saral has been asked by vice-president An
drews to chair a committee to plan and im
plement a lecture series that would not
only be inter-collegial, but become inter
university in attracting talents and resour
ces. The committee would also consider
the role and impact of such a series.
While the planning is in progress, the
committee has decided to continue the for
mer HLD lecture series in a broader form.
1be next lexture in the series will be
delivered by Mrs . Alice Margaret Tate,
University Professor of Alcoholism Scien
ces on Wednesday, Feb. 15, 1 m at 2:30
p.m. in the W.E.E. Conference Room. The
topic of Ms. Tate's lecture will be The
Emerging Concept of Alcoholism." During
the course of the talk, Profess or Tate will
attempt to compare the traditional and
emerging concepts of alcoholism and
discuss their implications for education,
prevention, treatment, rehabilitation and
research. She will also describe the major
techniques of early intervention.
Governors
State
U n i versity
Seminar/Lecture Series Faculty N eed and
Opinion Survey : 1. What topics would you
"

Duane Jackson

like to see covered by the Univeristy
Seminar/Lecture Series?
2. Are there any topics you would be
willing to present?
3. In addition to the lectures on topics of
faculty interest, the committee is con
sidering presenting symposium and ex
tended series of lectures centered around
specific themes. What themes would you
like to see covered by these symposiums
and theme-centered lecture series?
4. Can you suggest name of distinguished
speakers (with their specialties> outside
GSU who could be invited to speak under
the series? <A limited fund may be
available for this).

5. Any other comments and suggestions
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you may wish to offer to make the Univer
sity Seminar/Lecture Series useful and
relevant to your needs, concerns, and in
terests.

The committee will appreciate your help
in the form of ideas and suggestions to
make such a series useful and relevant to
faculty's concerns, needs, and interests.
Please fill in the questionnaire and return
it to Tulsi Sara! at your very early con
venience. Thanks for your help.

Black Notes

The recent production of "Roots" pro

mpted indirectly, the printing of this fact.
The most ancient nam es for so-called
Black people are Nehusu, or Nubian;
Ethiopian, and Moor from Ancient Egypt,
and Negro or Nigrita from West Africa. All
the afore mentioned are native African
words . Negro is probably the oldest as the
Negritas are the oldest lmown branch of
the human race. Negro comes from the
River Niger. "Niger" found its way into
Latin and since the people from that region

were Black, Niger, Nigra, Nigrum came to
mean Black. Negro, Negrito, Negrita ; a ll
mean "the people of the great river".
Black and colored, like white, are on the
other hand, European words. Ethiopian
and Moor were popularly used to describe
the Blacks until 1 500. Shakespeare uses
"Negro" only once and uses it synony
mounly with Moor. Africa !COmes from the
Ancient Egyptian "AF-rui-lta" or Kafrica,
the land or the Kaffir.
M ore on this subject next issue.
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Rape Crisis - GSU
Hosts Experience Exchange
An experience exchange for rape crisis
unit workers wilJ be held at Governors
State University Sa turday, March 5, from
10 a . m . to 3 : 30 p.m.
The workshop is for women already
working with rape groups or interested
in becoming involved. Emphasis will be on
organizational skills, especially funding.
There will be an opportunity for an in
forma l exchange of ideas on "how to in
crease our individual groups' strength by
supporting one another and how we can be
most effective on an area-wide basis."
Morning speakers will be Karen Kabat,
R.N .. Coordinator of the Rape Victims'
Assistance Progra m, division of Emergen
cy Medical Services and Highway Safety.
Department of Public Health, and State
Rep. Jane Barnes, member of rape study
commission who will discuss the Rape Vic
tims' �mergency Trea tment Act.
Afternoon workshop leaders will be Judy

Mostovoy, master's candidate in women's
studies and GSU conference organizer;
Deborah Pea rlman, Chicago Women
Against Rape ; Carolyn Healy, Will County
t<ape Crisis Center Advocates ; Ardith
worker. Thornton
soc i a l
Dem i n g ,
Tow nship Youth Committee; and Kim
Zalent, researcher, Cook County Citizens
Initiative project .
Dialogue leaders will b e JoAnn
Hollowell. student assistant dean, GSU
College of Human Lea rning and Develop
Mary Kay O'Neill Gregor
ment ;
YWCARES; and Cynthia Allen. Fox
Valley Women Aga inst Rape.
Registration fee is $2 with pre
registration preferred with the YWCA. 45
Plaza, Park Forest. The cost covers mail
ing, coffee, and materials. Participants in
the conference are to bring lunch .
Further i nformation may be obtained by
telephoning Ms. Mostovoy at 312/748-5669.

RTA To Link 3 South Suburbs

RTA is considering a new bus route connecting the vil)ages of Park Forest Soutn.
Park Forest and richton Park. This will include service from the Park Forest Plaza
through the village to Governors State and the Richton Park I . C. station.
Mr. Charles Notarus, the Park Forest South Village Manager told the Innovator
that this project has been under consideration for a year and a half. Although
originally planned for operation this month, it is not scheduled to go into effect for
several months due to insufficient funds. Once in operation, the new route would
operate hourly five days a week and a haU hourly during rush hours with limited ser
vice on Saturday.

PLATE DISPLAY DEADLIN E EX TE N D E D -Sec reta ry of State Alan J . Dixon last
week extended the February 15 deadline for displaying 1977 1icense plates to March 1
-- the latest date permitted by law - because of the numerous hardships the un
precedented winter weather is imposing on many Illinoisans.

Snow Thaws · State Jobs Freeze
Gov. James R. Thompson announced Friday < Jan. 21 l , a freeze on the hiring of em·
ployees in state agencies under his jurisdiction for an indefinite period. Thompson
said that the freeze was being implemented because of the critical financial condition
of the state. The action would cover agencies of state government affecting some
60.000 positions. but would not interfere with the continuation of essential state ser
vices. The governor estimated that the hiring freeze could save the state between $15
and $20 million during the next year.

An HLD

Testing ''
Symposium For Chang e

The college of Human Learning and Development presents a symposium on school
psychology "On Beyond Testing : School Psychologist Agent of Change. " Thur.;,day.
Feb. 10, 5 p.m. WEE Conference Center

Board of Directors Seeks Candidates
PARK FOREST SOUTH. IlL -Candidates are being sought among full members of
the Governors State University Alumni association to fill two five-vea r terms expiring
on the board of directors.
Deadline is February 18 for candidates to return petitions for the election .
Candidates are sought from full members of the GSU alumni association represen
.
ttng the College of Busin�s an Public Service. College of Cultural Studies. College of
.
Environmental and Apphed Sc1ences, College of Human Learning and Development.
and Board of Governors degree program .
·

Tax Tips
Toll-Free Tax Tips - If you live outside Cook County and have a question about
your Illinois income tax return you can get free information and assistance by calling
the Il linois Department of Revenue. The toll-free information number is 800-252-8972.
Taxpayer assistants are on duty from 7 a.m. until 4 : 30 p.m. each weekday.
And for those who don't pay their taxes - A former Evanston. I l l attorney has
been sentenced to six months in prison after pleading guilty to failure to file an Illinois
income tax return. Donald S. Frey. 60. was arrested in 1974 on charges that he
violated the Illinois I ncome Tax Act. Mr. Frey has been sentenced. His case was in
vestigated by Revenue Depa rtment agents and prosecuted by the office of the Illinois
.•
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Important Date Change
Initial plans are underway for this year's Commencement ceremonies. Com
mencement will take place on Saturday, June 4 < UWW. EAS HLD> and Sunday. June
5 ( BOG. BPS. CS l. The ceremonies have been moved from August to early June in or
der to make it easier for students and faculty to participate. Students who have
graduation dates of August '76. December '76 and April '77 will be eligible to par
ticipate in the ceremonies. Dr. Virginio Piucci , Vice President of Research & In
novation. will coordinate plans for the ceremonies.

Cracking Down
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Illinois Public Aid Director James L. Trainor announced last week that a St. Clair
County trial had ended January 6. with the conviction of five welfare recipients for
fraud. Restitution of over $28.300 by the five persons was ordered and four of the five
received jail sentences in addition. The fifth was given a two-yea r probationary sen
tence. Trainor said. He noted that jail sentences were imposed in such a manner that
defenda nts' employment would not be jeopardized .
Gov. Thompson outlined a plan Thursday < Jan. 20 l . to deal with the "unprecedented
crisis within the state's penal system . " He announced that Charles Rowe. 36. will be
retained as acting director of the Department of Corrections. and that Richard
English. 39. will be deputy director. Thompson directed the new corrections team to
immediately begin work on problems of overcrowding, cha rges of racial
discri mination and other problem areas in the state's correctional system.

GSU Focuses on Third World
On Ma rch 1 9 and 20, 1977, the College of Cultural Studies will sponsor the Third An
.
nual Th1rd World Workshop. In the past. we have included a Third World Art
exhibition with the workshop. These exhibitions have been successful because of the
loa � of art collections of faculty and friends, and we are, once aga in , requesting your
ass1stance for this year's exhibit.
We would appreciate Arts and Crafts from African, Asian and Latin American
Countr_ies for the �xhibition. Each �ollection will be insured with a $100 deductible per
collec hon. To avOid any problems m havmg the necessary coverage, we would like to
.
subm1t our request to the insurance company by mid-February.
If you would like to lend us your artwork for the Third Workshop, please coqtact me
at Ext. 2308.
Once again, thank you for your past assistance and we look forward tour support.

For the Munchies
If your guesu; have a S \\. eet tooth. I recommend this cake recipe. It's a Harvey
V!allbangcr and I have yet to meet someone who hasn't liked i t .
U :. Duncan Hi nes Orange Cake M i x
4 or 5 eggs
1/2 cup Wesson Oil
1 pkg. Vanilla instant pudding
2 oz. Galliano
2 oz. Vodka
3/4 oz. of Concentrated Orange Juice
M ix for 2 minutes. Bake in greased floured Angel Food pan or Sundt pan in a 350
oven.
GLAZE
1 cup Confectionary suga r
1/4 oz. Orange Juice ( concentrated l
1 oz. Galliano
Bernadette Parks
1 oz. Vodka
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Governors State University may
nominate a professi onal staff member for
the ACE program in academic administraThe American Council on Education lion. The nominee would be selected by
Fellows program will choose about 40 GSU Pres ident Leo Goodman-Malamuth
fellows from member institutions for the with the advice of a faculty/staff committee.
13th class of 1 977-78.
GSU is a lso prepared to support an ACE
The ACE progam is designed to prepare
academ icians for deanships, vice fellow if a GSU candidate is selected for
presidencies and presidencies in colleges partici ption. If so, he will spend about
eight months in the president's office and
and universities.
The fellows program provides an op- the office of the vice president for
portunity for faculty and junior staff C age academic affairs.
Since the program 's inception in 1965, 12
range 30-45) to prepare for careers in
higher education administration through cla sses composed of 493 men and women
seminars and an eight-month ad- from every ethnic background and type of
ministrative experience. This is arranged institution have participated. Almost 851
either at the nominating institution or at a per cent of former fellows have moved into
host institution. Each fellow works under positions of significant administrative
the guidance of mentors, usually the presi- responsibili ty and 46 have become
presidents or chancellors.
dent and the chief academic officer.

by

!
Bertrand Phi l l i ps

Dr. William Moore Rred/More Hearings
Sbortly hearings will begin on the GSU
campus regarding the firing of Dr.
William Moore of HLD. These hearings should be attended by all concerned
students and faculty as a show of support
for Dr. Moore.
Dr. Moore as many students may know
was given terminal contract by former
GSU president William Engbretson. The
reasons for this terminal contract are unfounded and perhaps, in some cases con-

left office.
Professor Bobby Mills has been issued
such a contract and Mr. Robert Lott
former Director of Student Services was
removed and is now a counselor in Financial Aids.
Hopefully Dr. Moore's hearings will be
ex peditious and justice will prevail.
However no matter what decision is
rendered, students and faculty ha ve a
moral obligation to make their position
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sional manner for insufficient reason by of payi ng a teacher a $20,000 plus salary
former president Engbretson before he not to teach.

Re flections On An American
Growth ·Phenomena
I was viewing the film "The Plow That Broke The Plains" in my film and TV
documentary class at Governors State University.
The film concerns the Social and Economic Life of the Great Plains from early set
tlement thru World War I to the era of depression and drought.
The film, made in 1936, was written and directed by Pare Lorentz.
Up rooted Indians and buffalo
Last frontier, a place to grow
Pioneers plowed the plains
1/2-million acres, 10 states and litUe rain
Farmers followed ranchers like peas in pod
From raising and graising to tilling the sod
Grassland to wheat, a marketable change
Cowpokes and oxen yokes find Home on range
Breaking bread feeds US and many nations
Demands reap big supply, so exploitation
Farm tractors roll in fleet
People planting and planting til deplete
Bleeding sweat glands profusely toil
Extracting but not replenishing natural oil
Wrinkles and cracks on face of the earth
Age of mass production for what its worth
High and dry winds crying out loud
Green thumbs pressing but not seeding clouds
Praise to God for a blessing to flow
Nature's nourishment needed between row
Exploding grain, bubbling refrain, prices soar
News headlines indicate a declaration of war
Beaten plows shaped into spears
Grass growing lobes pulled to war-ears
Farm equipment dis olved in transition
As parade of tanks take their position
Land management fortold of drought
Time cycle turned to running out
T'was man or mechanized mule; point the blame
Not blistering sun but the one behind the reins
Now advanced technology
Focuses concern for ecology
We're breaking ground for a new day
Research and development could discover a better way
At this plateau in time, we think and plan our fate
Recognizing earth as our REAL estate.
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Skiing isn't just fun, glamour and
excitement. It's health, fitness
and happiness too.
There is a mythical belief that skiing ts a
rich man's sport, affordablemost affluent
members of society.
Let's set the record straight. Most skiers
are not wealthy. Far from it. They come
from different walks of life and different
economic backgrounds, ranging from
students who are still in school or struggl
ing to meet next semester's tuition to
retired people living on fixed income.
The simple fact is that you can learn to
ski in a week and enjoy a vacation and do it
for as little as $100, and that you can con
tinue to ski for less than you would ever
believe possible.
A random approach to learning to ski
can cost both time and money, but if you
follow a few basic rules you'll enjoy lots of
inexpensive good times on the slopes in the
years to come.
RENT YOUR EQUIPMENT

The new skier should not buy any ,...
equipment until he knows what types of
skis best suit him . what boots are most
comfortable. what ski poles are the right
length.
Rent your equipment preferably at a ski
area that knows what kind of a skier you
are. You should be outfitted with equip
ment designed specifically to make it
easier to learn to ski . If you rent from a ski
school that specializes in teaching begin1 ners, the chances are the rental fee will be
· pa rt of the instruction cost, and that saves
you money.
Don't start by buying fancy clothes. You
don't need them. Fashionable ski wear
comes later, after you have earned the
right to wear it by learning to ski.
When you go skiing for the first time. try
I to go skiing for a week. Monday through
I Friday. at one resort on a ski vacation
package ; not a weekend if you can help it.
but for 4 or 5 days mid-week. Select a
resort that offers a ski vacahon package
: designed for beginners. The most com' plete ski vacation packages will include :
1 1 A week of ski lessons - two hours or
more a day for five days. and somet imes
usmg helpful video-tape reviews.
21 Ski tickets tor five days. good on all
lifts.
31 Rental of ski equipment C if you need
it. and if you do, short skis probably 1 .
4 I Lodging and meals
51 Most ski resorts even throw in free
evenmg pa rties and other fun.
Next. look at Lite price. A sk1 week can be
purchased for as little as $100 at small or
medium-sized areas. higher at areas with
more facilities. You rea llv can learn to ski
for $ 1 00. That means S2o:oo a day for five
days.
Don't forget the ski resorts that are close
to you. The chances are there is a ski area
nearby that has a very good ·ki school and
will teach you quickly and efficiently. You
might even decide to commute to avoid
lodging expense
DRI V I NG IS CI IEA P E R

I
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Driving is cheaper than flying. So are
the bus and the train.
Two can often ski cheaper than one.
Four can ski for less than two. etc. Une
trick is to rent a condominium, with beds
for eight. for five days which can cost as
little as $8.00 a day per person. You cook
your own meals eating what you want.
when you want. and saving a bit too.
Mind your lunch and after-ski costs. A
cafeteria lunch at a ski resort for a familv
of four can run at least $5.00. A lunch of
homemade sandwiches. a thermos of soup
or hot chocolate can save more than half of
that.
As to after-ski : if you have a con
dominium. you can save money in enter
tainment. And don't forget the free parties
offered to skiers by the ski area.
The family. couple or single who wants
to learn to ski should follow these rule. un
til they know for sure whether they really
skiing. Then they can buy the fancy.

Center
Suzanne Haig

bright colored. high performing, exciting
skis and boots. the beautiful clothes, and
be one of the beautiful people. But chances
are. you'll end up like most of us .. skiing
joyfully and inexpensively.
Editor�> note : This story is the property
of Ski Industries America and was written
by Peter Miller who is recognized as one of
the foremost s k i
w r i ters a n d
photographers i n America . H e is the
author of The 30,000 Mile Ski Race < Dial
Press l , and contributing editor to Ski
Magazine. In 1973. Miller was selected as
European Ski Photograph�r of the Year.

Kenneth Palmer

although he resides in Vermont.
For mort• mformation. plt><.tS<' contact I >av1d l ngem1e at Sk1 Industries
Aml•rtca. Phone lil 7J5;J5-5i-tlt.

Review I

AHTI I U R PHYSOCK : All My Life. Arthur Prysock I vocals I. John Davis and the 1\lon·
ster orchestra. Baby. I'm the One ; I Love Makin' Love to You ; On<.' Broken Heart .
This is What You Mean To Me; and four others. Old Town OT 12-oo4 . $6.98.
Thanks to "When Love is New" Arthur Prysock is being "disco''vered. Prysock is
not a newcomer but a man who has paid his dues and deserves a hit.
Though singing in a new genre, he does not let the disco style overwhelm him .
Unlike other singers. he i s not a mere member of t he orchestra . H e employs t he or
chestra to accompany his romantic style. His only concession is to allow prolonged in
strumental passages to replace hb singing. not dimimsh it.
The album is primarily disco-oriented. The tracks like " I Wantcha Baby." "All My
Life, " "I Love Makin' Love to You," and "When Love is New" aU benefit from John
t Tht' l\lonstcr l Dav1s· arrangements. I tound the orchestra ttght(•r w i t h a clear
sound while unlike their murky sole album. The Monster orchestra doesn't inundate
Prysock but compliments his singing. Both elements merge masterfully to make " All
I Need is You Tonight" the most outstanding cut.
"One Broken Heart" showcases Prysock's lyrical quality. Penned by Davis. this
ballad allows Prysock to deliver an unpretentious monologue. Above a ll Prysock com
municates in words and tones. Though he does not possess a pitch-perfect voice, he
does not sing off-key. His voice colors notes to give the words added dimension. While
listening to Prysock in a darkened room ; one is seduced by his mellow. sensuous in
tonations.
Though this effort affords the chance to become popular. the treatment i� a
progression not a concession. Mr. Prysock is merely shifting gears .

Kenneth Palmer

Review II

The Women's Resource Center provides
needed information for women, in
formation that should be readily available
but isn't. A woman wants an abortion. Sin
ce the 1973 Supreme Court decision
legalizing abortion, that is her right under
law. Often, however, hospitals do not give
abortions or they have a quota on how
many they can perform. Clinics exist but
some charge outrageous prices takinl! ad
vantage of the inad�uate and _equally
costly hospital facilities. If the woman's
pregnancy has gone beyond the 1st
trimester. it will be difficult to get an abor
tion in I llinois. But most people don't
know that, and there are few places to go
where anyone is going to bother to sit down
and help a woman get the information she
needs. That is the purpose of the Resource
Center. If a woman feels she is being
discriminated on the job, or if she wants a
better job. or if she needs child
care. legal advice, or if she wants a divor
ce and needs to know where to begin that's the kind of help she will receive from
the Resource Center . These are just a few
of the services, along with a newsletter
and library of books and materials of in
terest to women. that the center provides
for women at GSU and in the community.
On the tst Wednesday of every month.
the center sponsors a forum series entitled
the " Brown Bag Lunch" from noon to 1
o'clock featuring speakers or films. Past
forums have included topics such as :
Women and the Law. Black Feminism, the
Fight for the Equal Rights Amendment.
Anne Gerhart and Norma Pecora, both
act1v1sts in the women's movement are the
co-eoordinators of the Center. Volunteers
are always needed and if interested you
should contact Anne or Norma at Ext.
2435.

Easy Out ?
SUICIDE AND THE PRESS

JAN IS IAN : Miracle Row. Janis Ian < vocals. guitars. keyboards ! . Claire Bay
l vocals l . Jeff Layton Cguitars l . Barry Lazarowitz <drums and percussion ) . Stu
Woods < bass i . and others. I Want to Make You Love Me. I 'll Cry Tonight . Party
Lighl.l;, Slow Dance Romance. Take to the Sky. and others. Columbia PC 34440. $6.98.
M1racle Row is unfortunately Miracle Whip. The album IS only a standard product
of quality that contain neither surprise nor variance.
Even before listening. I experienced a deja vu while scaning the songs' titles. Thev
" Party
a pJx•a n'Cl In !)(.' com p t la t um t or a �r(•atcsl h t ls album "\\ til You l >a nl'l' ·
Lights. " and " L et Me Be Lonely ' ' all seemed familiar. My ESP was not too far off
track about the tracks. Upon listening. I discovered Ms. Ian has indeed passed this
way again.
We've bee n a ·ked to "Dance With Me" < STARS l . then told "I Would Like to Dance "
< AFTERTONES I . and now asked again " Will You Dance " but to a tango rhythm .
Though i milarity in titles 1s superficial critictsm. "Dance With Me " and "Will You
Dance" both concern manipulation by social leaden;.
Other tracks revert to old themes from prevtous albums. "I Want to Make You Love
Me " and "Candlelight " remterate "The Come-On's ' ' < BETWEEN THE LINES l
desperate plea for physical love that is consummated in a shallow alfair. ''Let Me Be
Lonely" asserts the same put-down and 1-rather-be-alone-than-with-you logtc as
" Boy. I Really Tied One On " < AFTERTONES I . The album's best track. ··sunset of
Your Life.·· repeats the theme of old age's bleakness developed m AFTERTONES'
"Don't Cry. Old Man " and "Belle of the Blues. "
"Miracle Row/Maria." the album's titlesake. is a different story but the music is a
Ia King < Carole. that is l and the lyrics are early Simonish. Ms. lan also creatively
borrows Bernie Taupin' " Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me" lyric for her "Can
dlelight. "
Repetition of thematic material can be productive if they are further developed to
new insights. Ms. Ian's themes are not limited but universal. Her statements about
coping with loneliness or lost love. growing old and attempting to be graceful and glib
with the social set are penetrating and sensitive. She is guilty. however. of merely
conjugating themes in a different framework of music or lyrical point of view.
To her credit and our enjoyment. these reproductions are not rote. Each track is
carefully wrought. Ian's sense of rhythm and a rrangement is admirable. Latin rhyth
ms and syncopation are always used imaginatively. Thanks be for the continual fur
nishment of lyric copy. Her social commentary is painstakingly fused in devastating
rhyme : Party Lights. Champagne and Caviar. Cocaine and Shalimar. Don 's Push too
far your party lights.
Although no song matches the power of "Jesse" < STARS I. "At Seventeen " < BET
WEEN THE LINES I. or " Love is Blind " < AFTERTONES I : Ian is still a member of
mating lyric and music to become a single mood.
For a better introduction to Janis Ian's talent and power. inve.t in BETWEEN THE
LINES. MI RACLE ROW is for die-hard Ian fans like me.

< CPS l -David Phillips, UC-8an Diego
sociology professor, is conducting a study
which shows a relationship between
newspaper covera�e of suicides and the in
crease in the suicide rate.
"It seems that suicide stories . . . covered
on the inside pages have no noticeable ef
nationwide suicide
the
on
fect
rate . . . suicide stories covered on the front
pages do . . . "
Phill1ps added that it was nal just the
deaths of famous people which affect the
suic1de rate but also some "very sleazy
character like labor racket<.-ers and
gangsters " whose suicides are reported on
the front page which have an effect on the
nationw1de suicide rate.

Purcha '«' a S t .4HI \'oucht'r

itt c;•sh wa·· .. office

to st>t•

a'Clo
JOPI .I� " riuen by Kathleen Lumba
< Scott Joplin >

,\n O riginal

Ragtime Musical
At tht' St. Nicholas Theatre
2K.'i l Sorth Ha lsted St.
Thurs. & Fri. 8:30 p.m., Sat. 7 & 10 p . m .
Sun. :l & 8 p . m. Feb. zo, 1977
For mort' information see Frankif' Bames
in

St.udeat �rvices or caD 534-5111 ext. UIZ
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Theol ogy For Lunch

I

Concerned With Human
Sexuality?
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Why is the "Theology for Lunch" series
concerned with human sexuality?
Ms. Frankie Barnes, counselor of
Student Services at GSU feels that
theology should be concerned with aU
aspects of human existence.
In her talk on the topic : "Human
Sexuality - A Black Woman's Per
spective," Ms. Barnes stated that the
church is not dealing with the problems of
human sexuality.
She said that the church still taboos sex
- and yet sex is the basis of the
propagation of the human race, or any
species for that matter.
Ms. Barnes contended that the lack of
communication between male and female;
parents and children and educational and
religious institutions may contribute
toward sex abuse and homosexuality.
She stated that communication is most
essential to a sound relationship. "The
meeting of minds or mental compatibility
between married couples is absolutely
necessary to a successful marriage," she
added.
"If one cannot successfully deal with
what society has set up as normal, then in
dividuals might select an alternative.
Those alternatives might include celibacy,
homosexuality, bestiality, auto-sexuality
or bi-sexuality," Ms. Barnes further
stated.
She insisted that sexual fantasies that
people have are just as good for them M
fairy stories. ''These fantasies allow them
to act out things that they actually want tc
do. It's the overt expression of fantasi�
that creates the danger," she said.
She maintained that human beings havE
desires for rape and incest and actually
fantasize these acts <1\lring normal,
physical sexual relations or during
masturbation.
She said that it is the job of parents and
educational and religious institutions to
create studies and progra ms designed to
help individualS face reality as >''ell as

Moclei 14T 301
PU Circuitry · 1 U.ts
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Barnes

Complete Mlectlon of Cl Acc..sorl ...
Complete Installation Facllltl..
MOST CB & TV REP A I RS
· DONE
WHILE YOU WAIT

student

legality.
More than thirty GSU students, faculty
members and community leaders at
tended the session of "Human Sexuality. "
Ms. Barnes has been a faculty member
at GSU for the past five and one-half years.
She has a bachelor of science degree
from Jackson State Univeristy ; a cer
tificate in correc tive therapy from
Tuskeegee Institute ; a certificate in
special education from the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor and a masters in
counseling from Purdue University .
The "Theology for Lunch" sessions, held
each Wednesday in Room 01 120, continue
to attract GSU students, faculty members,
mi nisters and lay leaders from various
areas surrounding GSU.
The sessions have included many topics
dealing with politics, careers, marriage,
parenting, world food crisis, religion, in
tercultural communication, contemporary
music and worship and estate planning.
Future topics include "Parenting Is
Possi ble,"
"Promise of A
Greater
Tomorrow, " and "Brotherhood Week . "
Everyone i s invited to attend the
sessions.

Custom Installation of ln-4ash car stereos - Cla rion. J.I.L
Lear Jet Ampen and 31 & 61 Watt Power AMPS. JENSEN &
UTAH SPEAKERS. Home Antenna Syst..... lnstalled.
••
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,22335 Governors Hwy.
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. Doulgas Ewart
presents:

PubUQtions

De•dllne

Feb.-14-71
Feb. 28-17
Mar. 14-17
Mar. 28-17
Apr. ll-17
Apr. 25-17
May &-17
May 2S-17
Jun� &-17
June 210-17

Feb. &-17
Feb. 22-17
Mar. &-17
Mar. 22·17
Apr. 5-17
Apr. 1•17
May s-17
May 17-T1
May 31-77
June 14-17

Whis tles, Percussion Ins trumen t.
Bamboo Flute, Pan Pipes,
Hand Crafted Leather Goods:
Brief Cases, Wallets, Bags,
G oods made to Order.

STAFF

About the craftsmen
Ewart has been making Hand Crafted Goods
for almost Ten years, his goods has been sold
on a National and In terna tional /eve/.
Douglas Ewart is also a fine Musician and Composer.
He is a member of the (AA CM) the association
for the A dvancemen t of Creative Musicians, and
has been for almost a decade. Mr. Ewart is
available for concerts and workshops in m usic
and crafts men tioned above. Ewart can be heard
with the Fred Andtf?rson Sextet every Sa turday,
12 midnigh t to 4 a. m� at the Garden, 1 529 N. Well!

Zelda Peters

Norma Allen

Nona Cameron

Robert Blue
Herb Williams

Steve Bryson
Chester Gilmore

Suzanne Haig

Randall Charlton

Cynthia Budrik

Duane Jackson
Prof:

Wm

Berry's

Journalism

clas es
And all grateful volunteer:

.

Questions and Ans wers
The recently conducted INNOVATOR image survey proved thatthere is a need fo•
a question and answer column. There were many people who asked questions about
life here at GSU that we could not address on the survey. We therefore present for our
readers an opportunity to ask any question on any subject pertaining to units persons
or procedures which serv the GSl! community. In order that this idea may become
relevant and a worthwhile opportunity we invite the community to actively utilize this
service and test the INNOVATOR's capacity to serve your iBformatiQnal needs.
Remember that the questions ayou ask may provide answers for someone else who
might be too shy to ask it. Send your questions or/and comments to: QUESTIONS and
ANSWER, c/o The INNOVATOR, Governors State University, Park Forest South,
Illinois 60466. Again, the success of this idea depends upon active oarticioation ; so
let ' s have your !QUestions,GSU. We will get the facts for you.
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Douglas Ewart
P. O. Box 7987
. Chicago, Ill. 60680

Justice Is Indeed
Some times Blind
I read with interest the letter from the
student who was worried about Governors
State Universi ty's reputation because they
suspended a competent, experienced and
dedicated officer and terminated a police
dispa tcher who witnessed the officers
report of a theft .
This student seeks justice and is con
cerned a bout the lack of honor and justice
in society. I would like to say that lack of
justice and honor goes beyong GSU .
Justice appears to be for the guilty not the
innocent. The following happened to a
friend and myself and we are still waiting
for some form of justice.
One August night, bored and open for
suggestion, a group of about six couples
decided to do something different. We
doubled and took a ride out to the
Markham Roller Rink, 16630 Dixie High
way. Markham. I I .
They had a "midnight skate" for adults
and we skated until nea rly 3 a.m. The
couple I rode with beckoned me from the
"baby ring" where I was relea rning to
skate. that they were ready to leave. I
changed into my shoes and we left.
When we got outside it was a bit chilly
.
and I remembered I 'd left my swea ter in
side. The others went on to the car and I
went inside to look for my sweater.
I couldn't find it and just as I reached the
door to leave. my girlfriend ran up to say I
hadn't left the sweater in the car. While I
had been skating they had cha nged their
seats a few limes. She volunteered to show
me where. About that time a rather heavy.
plainly dressed man stopped us and asked
where we were going. I reminded him that
I 'd just been inside looking for a sweater
and my girlfriend explained about the
changes of seats and that we just wanted to
find my sweater.
He said nothing a nd my girlfriend
walked in. This man followed and I
brought up the rear. He glanced back at
me and said. " I don'Utke your friend . "
1
On we went with her looking in one seat
and pointing the others out to me. At last. I
found the sweater. She and I laughed and
hurried out the door after holding it up for
him to see. As we exited this man yelled to
us that he was a ''police officer . " We
looked at each other. shrugged our
shoulders and said "so what. we haven't
done anything."
J ust as we were about to enter the
parking lot. this man ran up and grabbed
my friend's arm. spinning her around to
faee him. Not being one to bite my tongue,
I asked him why he grabbed her like that.
Before either of us knew what was hap
pening, he had us both by the neck and
threw us across the trunk of the nearest
car.
He held me so tightly. I could scarcely
breathe . I was trying to break free but his
grip was too strong. I lay across the car
trunk thrashing like a fish out of water.
With all the strength we could muster. my
5'4", 107 lb. frame and my friend's 5'2",
no lbs. couldn't budge this big hulk of a
man off of us.
Finally he let go but he threw us on the
ground. He put his knee in my girlfriend's
stomach, pinning her to the ground and
with his elbow in a choke hold, held me fir
mly by the neck. Our husbands ran up
and with a free band pointed a revolver at
them, telling them to get back. I was per
trifled with fea r realizing that this man
was insane and that at any second he
might shoot our husbands or us.
Our husbands were angry beyond con
trol . Who was th� man physica lly abusing
their wives and pointing a gun at them?
Someone from the crowd pulled one of
their arms and warned them to be
careful, that th� man was Simmons and
he didn't mind shoot ing.
This officer Simmons told our husbands
we were under arrest and if they tried
anything. they'd be locked up too. About
that time a fat man edged toward my
friend and I and told us to stop screaming
and shouting. We hadn't heard that we
were arrested before now and asked this
fat man what the charges were, we told
him we hadn't done anything.
By this time the crowd was really big
and had formed a circle around us. We

Bernadette Parks

REPORTERS RAP

J ust at that moment. another officer told
us to hang up the phone. Somebody had set
bai l for us.
Our husbands had finally made it and we
were. to say the least, relieved to see them.
We asked why it took so long to get $25
together. artera ll. we had bee n there four
hours
They told us that our bail was $2,000 and
$2.2:>0. They had to get $200 and $225 and
that took quite a bit of friendly door-to
door sol iciting.
we were released and told when to appear in court . Our first court date, we were
fi red up and ready to go. We had five witnesses. hospital bills, lawyer. the works !
The ofCicer asked for a continuance
because his wi tnesses hadn't shown. We
were told an officer doesn't need witnesses. the court will accept his word. but
this officer was wrong and scared .
The second court date our wi tnesses had
dwi ndled down to two : our hnsba nds. Our
attorney talked to the D1strict Attorney
and they asked us to plead guilty and the
cha rges would be dropped in six months.
Of course this sounded like a sell-out and
for 30 minutes we argued with our attorney
that we were totally innocent and we had
no intentions of pleading guilty to
anything. The officer was the one who was
guilty.
we ended up giving in to this prearranged plea . so along with the girl who

stole a pair of shoes from Zayers. we were
put on proba tion. The catch is that we were
promised that if we plead guilty to disor
derlv conduct. the other cha rges would be
dropped and after a six month probation,
the whole tl)ing would be dropped. We
would then be legally in a position to file a
suit aga i nst Officer Simmons. the
Markham Police Station for maintaining a
masoch1stic man on their force and the
Markham Roller Rink for hiring a maniac
as a guard.
We liled a complaint with the District At
torney's office of Cook County on Califor
nia Street in Chicago and they said they
would follow up. We have heard from their
office twice. Once to say the man, Sim
mons, had a long record of such cases and
again a yea r later to say they had
reopened our case.
The Sta tes
investigator who was
workmg on our case no longer works there.
I have ta lked to her supervisor and am still
wa1tmg for his return call on the progress
or our compla int.
Wt• talked to our attorney and he tells us
civil cases are difficult to win and at any
rate 1t would cost us $500 without any
assurance that we had a chance to win. He
tells us to just be content that this officer
will someday grab the wrong person and
thev will "off him.
iust ice'? I wonder if it ex1sts.

could see a police car pulling up by t he
building. Some people in the crowd began
mummering and mumbling about police
bruta lity. This officer handcuffed my
fnend and I together. and w1th his gun still
drawn. ran toward the crowd asking them
if they wanted any or it.
This bruta l officer then shoved us
toward the police car and then cuffed our
hPnds behind our backs and pushed us into
the back of a squad car. We were taken to
the Markham Police Station. l i nger printed and given a mug shot ! ike criminals.
We were still asking everybody we saw
what we were bemg cha rged with and
nobodv had any answer. We were taken to
.
a ct'll with two men in it, the door was
opened and we were told to go m. This we
loudly refused . protesting men and women
being jailed together. They put the mentln
<' nother cell but not before we were subJected to crude jokes from these prisioners a bout the fun those police were going
to have with us.
The arresting officer finally arrived and
we listened to him asking another officer
·
what he should charge us wi th · H'1s m
tentions were to originally charge us with
being out past curfew, but since we two
married ladies were well into our twenties
and in the company of our husbands. this
cha rge wouldn't apply.
d
5 uz• nn e Haf6
� then dec�ed oo ba � ry. d��
�� �:::::� ���
�--���-��the peace and resisting arrest. < We have
����������
�
The 70 year struggle of women for ·suronlookers, had their cloth
es torn off, were
v et to find out what the charge is for the
frage in this country has been hidden and
pelted by burning cigars, and knocked to
first a rrest > . As we stood by the cell door,
falsified. we have grown up often thinking
the ground. Troops were sent in to restore
we saw someone bring in three teenagers
of these women who went before us as
order, onJy to create more of a riot by
to talk to the arresting officer. He told
sexually frustrated, hawk-faced spinsters
themselves beating the women.
t hem they were to be his witnesses. They
carrying hatchets. Our history is usually
At first Wilson refused to make any
. strenuously objected, say i n g they
an anecdote thrown i n between men's acpromises on suffrage, but as the demonhadn't seen what happened and didn't
complishments.
Morrison's
Oxford
strators and picketing continued, he tried
want to become involved. He told them
History of the American People, for examto placate the movement by numerous
theywere already involved and he would
pie, gives the women's suffrage mo�ement
measures that were designed not to get the
tell them what to say.
a few sentences under a sectton on
amendment passed but to demobilize the
Mv frie�d and I stared at each other in a
"Bootlegging and other sports."
women. He set up a committee in the
s�Por. Th� is the kind of thing you read
The documentary, made for T.V., ensenate to study the amendment. He
about or see in a movie ! How can it really
titled How we Got Tthe Vote na rrated by
promised to speak for it. As the pressure
be happening to us? To keep up our mor- J
ean Stapleton < of All in the Family fame >
continued, it was introduced in the house
ale and to keep from falling totally apart,
details the struggle of these courageous
and senate but defeated time and time
we began to mimic and ridicule this officer
women. The film was shown at GSU on
again. But it was clear !Pat every action on
by reinacting the episode from the parking
February 2nd as part of the "Brown Bag
his and the Democratic Party's part came
lot.
Lunch" Forum Series sponsored by the
as a direct response to this growing
Officer Simmons overheard us and
Women's Resource Center.
movement. But as the picketing continued
became furious. He said he'd really give us
The film concentrates on the important
and the exposure of Wilson's hipocracy by
something to laugh about. He took me out
last period 091Q-1920l of this historic batthe suffragists increased, Wilson, seeing
of the cell and put me in a room aptie. The movement for suffrage, which had
that throwing bones to the women was not
proximately 2 • 2 feet in length and 2 feet in
begun over 60 years earlier had en�red a
working, launched a vicious attack on
_
width with a see-through mtrror.
There
slump. But th� soon ended due to �o
them. He had the women arrested and
was a wooden bench protruding from the
events in 1910: the victory of suffrage m
thrown into prison. Women were thrown
wall. I felt as if I were suffoca ting in that
Washington state and Alice Paul's return
into solitary confinement, they were fed
tiny room . I tried singing to myself to try
from England. Alice Paul, a sociologist
food filled with maggots. Women were
to · hold myself together. As tired and
had been working with the militant wing of
chained to their celJ bars. But the
exhausted as I was. I couldn't sleep, even
the British suffrage movement led by the
picketing in front of the White House and
if I could. I would have refused .
Pankhursts. They had abandoned trying to
the demonstrations continued. The SufI was in that little room for 2 • z hours. I
win the vote through gentle persuasion and
fragists publicized through out the country
finally knocked on the door and asked if I
were instead engaged in various attacks
the plight of the women held as political
could use the bathroom.
on the establishment. So deep was their
prisoners with no rights. Wilson was forA female officer took me to the cell my
commitment that one suffragist, Emily
ced to release them.
friend was in and told me to use that one. I
Davison actually threw herself under the
But the brutalities could not stop an idea
was horrified! Use that filthy toilet, right
King's horse on Derby Day in 1913 and
whose time had come. Finally, after for
here in the open? I told her I 'd rather hold
was trampled to death. For their acti�ns.
ming a Woman's Party to campaign again
it.
hundreds of suffraigists were thrown mto
st the Democrats, and continued pressu re,
She gave in and took me to the men's
prison, where they organized hunger
in August 26, 1920 the woman's suffrage
restroom and waited outside. When she
strikes.
amendment was ratified by the necessa ry
found out who I was, she said I shouldn't
_
Inspired by her experiences in England,
36 states making it the 27th amendment to
have been in that room alone for so long.
Alice Paul was determ in� to revital ize
the U.S. Constitution.
She put me back in the cell with my friend.
the American movement. Until that point,
But many of the women. including Alice
We were both very happy just to be
suffrage forces were engaged j n behind the
Paul. saw that the right to vote did not
together again, it was as if we hadn't seen
scenes activity on a state to state level
mean the end of sex discrimination. She
each other in years.
trying to persuade legislators to pass sufbelieved that it was necessa ry for women
We eagerly asked if our husbands were
frage. Paul criticized this approach on two
to fight for still another amendment ; so
waiting out front for us yet. The officer
counts. She believed that by confining
the Women's Party drafted a new' amend
said no. We asked if anyone had called to
themselves to a few states at a time,
ment which was introduced into Congress
find out how much our bond was. No. We
women were not feeling their full force as
but defeated in 1923. Written by Alice
explained that we weren' t even sure if our
a national movement and the powers in
Paul, the amendment stated : "Equality of
was
husbands knew how to find us < it
our Washin
gton D.C. were escaping attack.
rights under the law shall not be denied or
first visit to Markham l. We told her we
She proposed that energies be conabridged on account of sex." This is the
hadn't made any phone calls and we knew
centrated on getting a federal amendment
Equal Rights Amendment.
from t.v. that everybody is allowed one
passed, followed by sta te-by-state
Under the pressu re of the woman's
call.
ratification. She also proposed a strategy
movement
of the 70's, Congress passed the
She said okay and took us to a phone. My
of mass demonstrations, rallies and other
ERA but it still has to be ratified by the 36
friend called her house first: no answer.
visible shows of force.
states. Three more are needed and the
Then we assumed the fellas were at my
In the wake of a huge debate within the deadline is 1979.
house, so I called. Aga in no answer. We
movement on which strategy to follow and
The anti-ERA forces are strong and well
were really scared and had not the
with a split between the conservative organized. U ERA is to pass, a massive
slightest intention of spending the night in
and more militant forces, Alice Paul movement like the suffrage movement is
jail. so I called my mother· I wa� try!ng to
organized a demonstration of 10,� in going to be needed . We can learn and be in
_
expla in to my mother that I was m thts dtrwashington, the day before Prestdent spired by the women that came before us
I
ty. dingy jail, but she was half asleep and
Wilson's inauguration, to dramatize the who transcended their time und took
wasn't being very clear because I was
large numbers of women ex pec ting the history into their hands. We who come af
whole
thing
in
one
trying to explain the
vote from his administratio n . The ter them must continue this fight for
sentence.
demonstrators were attacked by patriotic equality .
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Landmark Snoring Case
Goes Uncontested

y
Wha t The Learn In School

< CPS> - Harris Robinson's wife described her husband's snoring as "a long, rolling
sound, like thunder in the distance. There is a second of silence, and tnen it begins all
over again."
Her neighbors agreed so roundly that they hired a lawyer who in a letter to the
Robinsons stated that the neighbors had been unable to sleep due to the proximity of
the houses and "loud snoring in your bedroom . "
" I feel m y client has adequate grounds t o ask the court for injunctive relief," the at
torney threatened.
Robinson woke up long enough to defend his rights as a snoring human being,
however. He hired his own lawyer, w�o challenged the neighbors' attorney to find the
authority to compel Robinson to cease his nasal emissions.
"If you can, . . . it will be welcome news indeed for housewives all over the world," he
brayed.
"No further legal action ensued.

< CPS> -As if students weren't aware enough about crime on campus, Tufts Univer
sity police have decided to make sure and a course in larceny was recently ad
vertised. The "course" was announced in the campus newspaper and by flyers in
student mailboxes. Tufts got the idea from the Public Safety Office at Central
Michigan University which introduced the "course" on one side of a crime-prevention
book mark. Here's what Tuft's Police offered :

Dig This/Drive-up Funeral Homes
(CPS)-No fooling. In Louisiana, a 7-by-5
foot window in the side of the gold and
white Point Coupee Funeral Home allows
mourners to paytheir last respects without
leaving their cars.
Said Alvin Verrette, president of the

funeral home:
"We wanted something for working
people who did't have time to dress but
wanted to show their condolences and
sympathy."
Drive-in funeral parlors have been tried
but failed in Florida and Arizona .

LARC. 101 APPLIED LARCENY-This course is open to undergraduates and
graduates and may be audited without permission.
PREREQUISITIES : CARELESSNESS 103; INDIFFERENCE 196 < Note : 3 hours of
IGNORANCE 516 may be substituted ) .
TUITION : Varies. Dependent upon value o f property you can afford to relinquish.
MEETING TIMES: hours arranged by the instructor when the best opportunity
exists.
INSTRUCTORS : Course taught by numerous professional and amateur instructors.
Some have served lengthy fellowships at accredited institutions.
REGISTRATION : Students need not register for this course. Instructors will contact
you upon proof of completion of prerequisites.
This course, the advertisement continued to say, it designed to leave you with an un
forgetta ble educational experience. PS : TUP does not recommend this course to
anyone. Please take care of your property.

Unemployment Benefits Increase
The Illinois Department o f Labor has in
creased benefits for an estimated 200 , 000
persons receiving unemployment in
surance in Illinois.
Donald Johnson, director of the depart
ment, said " Unemployment benefits are
keeping up with the cost of livmg in Il
linois Workers who cannot find jobs dur
ing this recession must have our
assistance until they can regain their
status in the work force."
Weekly benefit amounts are set at 50 per
cent of the claimant's prior wage. An addi
tional allowance is added for dependents.
Max1mums are set at the appropriate
percentage of the statewide average week
ly wage for covered employees . computed

twice each year to reflect the state of the
economy.
At present, maximum benefits are $106
for a single person and $127 for a married
person with nonworking spouse.
Effective July 1 , the new maximum
weekly benefits paya ble to claimants will
be $ 1 10 for a single person and $132 for a
married person with nonworking spouse.
Maximum weekly benefits for a person
with children remain at $135.
The sta tewide average weekly wage in
creased from $210. 17 to $219.67 in recent
months, according to Johnson. This 1s the
third recom putation the department has
had si nce the bill went into effect July 1 ,

1975.
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Office of Co-operative Education

Governors State University

On Friday February 18, 1977, from 1 : 00 to 6 : 00 p.m., in the Hall of Governors, the
Governors State University Placement Office will conduct its Governmental Career
r- Information Day Program . The purpose of the Career I nformation
Day Program is to
provide you with information regarding the procedures used by Federal and State
0 Agencies in applying for positions, and the kinds of career positions available within
Z the agencies. All interested students are requested to drop by the agency of their
choice. Each agency will have a sign posted to identify themselves. The following is a
list of those agencies participating in the Career Information Day :
U.S. Civl Service Commission,Chicago
Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, Chicago
. Veterans Administration Hospital, Hines, lllinois
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Chicago
General Services Administration
Raflroad Retirement Board
Chanute Air Force Base
Dept. of Agriculture-Agricultural Reserch Service
Internal Revenue Service-Chicago

Gl::

�
=

!':

Food and Drug Administration
United States Customs Service
Veterans Administration-Data Processing Center
Veterans Administrati on-Regional Office
State Departme nt of Corrections
State Departmen t of Law Enforcement

On February 25th, United States Energy Research and Development Commission
will be on campus for the express prupose of interviewng candidates for positions
within their agency. The ERDA is that centralized government agency responsible
for policy planning, management support, and conducts research and development
programs and projects involving all energy sources, including solar, tidal, wind,
hydrogen, geothermal, and nuclear fusion. In order to interview with the Federal
Energy Research and Development Commission it will be necessary that each stu
dent make an appointment for an interview in the University Placement Office. The
ERDA is interested in those persons with majors in Business Adminstration with em
phasis in Accounting. Further information regarding the ERDA is available in a
three-ring binder in the University Placement Office for your review.
On February 24th, th� Saxon Department Stores will be conducting interviews for
persons interested in positions as retail management trainees . The management
training program lasts from six months to a year, which includes an on-the-job train
ing progra m to prepare the individual for all aspects of store operation and formal
management and supervison techniques of the comany. In order to secure a formal
interview with Saxon, it will be necessa ry for you to make an official a ppoi ntment in
the University Plcement Office. For further informaton regarding the Saxon Paint
and Home Care Centers, please consult the U niversity Placement Office.
In addition to the above, a list of position openi ngs is attached .
.

Park Forest South, I ll inois 60466

E-Other-BC-18
Teaching specialist in Mrica. 24 month
contract. 15 post secondary teaching posi
tions in P.E., Math, Science, English,
Spec i a l is t ,
Media
Communic ation
Guidance Counselor. Benefits i nclude
housing, round trip air tra �el, and
_
allowances for insurance and shippmg of
household goods.
B-Mgmt-BC-20
M A N AG E R I AL

P O S I T I O NS

AS

t & MIAa A &Y

T-BC-17
Drafting. Must have mechanical electrical
or architectural drafting experience.
B-Acc-BC-9
Municipa l Finance Circuit Rider. Five
county Planning Commission needs a per
son to aid small communities by giving ad
visory technical assistance in fiscal
management and capital improvements
budgeting. Annual salary $13,623.
E-HE-BC�
Director of Criminal Justice Program .
Direct an undergraduate degree program .
Develop a graduate a n d research pro
gram. Teach one three-hour class each
semester and a five-week summer session.
Deadline for application-February 15,
1977.
E-EL-BC-28
Title I Reading Teacher. Illinois elemen
tary certificate.
E-HE-BC-70
Placement Counselor. Should have ex
perience in counseling college students.
Job development and psychometrics. MA
in Behavioral Sciences or Business.
•

M-ML-BC-14
Multiple listing of positions available with
Metro YMCA.
P8-LO-BC-1 1
Pollution Control Officer. Entry position
engaged in supervising field inspections of
industries, institutions, private treatment
'
pla nts as possible sources of pollution to
streams and waterways.
E-Sec-BC-1 1
Jr. High Vocal Music teacher. BA degree
and Illinois Teachers Certificate.

science.
E-HE-BC-82
CHIEF LIBRARIAN AND ASSISTANT
LEA RN I NG
OF
D I R ECTOR
RESOURCES SERVICES. MLS from ac
credited library school required.
E-HE-BC-83
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC I NSTURC
TOR ( Fall Semester, 1977 ) . Master's
Degree in music or music education re
quired.
E-HE-BC-84
READ I N G
SPECIAL IST
C Fa l l
Semester, 1977) Coordinate and teach col
lege courses in remedial and accelerated
reading. Master's degree or higher re
quired.
E-HE-BC-88
FINANCIAL AIDS ACCOUNTANT. For
student fiancial a id programs. Bachelor's
Degree in Accounting, plus experience.
E-SP-BC-23
TEACHER AID- 4th and 5th graders.
E-8P-BC-24
Teacher Aide - Early Childhood (3 to 5
yrs l

.a a a a

The Student Conservation Program is accepting applications from college and high
school s tudents who are i nterested i n doing conservation work this summer. The pro
gram has positions available in 40 parks and forests across the nation.
The goal of the program is to provide s tudents with on-the-site training and educa
tion in natural resource management, and to provide agencies which manage public
lands, with volunteer labor which will enable them to undertake activities they would
otherwise not be able to.
College students are eligible to be park and forest assistants, giving them the op
portunity to spend eight to 12 weeks learning and performing the duties and respon
sibilities of park or forest service personnel. Park or forest assistants receive grants
to cover travel and living expenses .
High school students at least 16 years of age, are eligible to participate in work
groups of 10 to 15 students, under the supervision of trained personnel . The groups
usually spend two to three weeks camping in backcountry locations while performing
ma intenance work for the park or forest. The groups then take a week-long hiking trip
through the area . Some financial assistance is available to cover travel and equip
ment costs for participants who need it.
Interested persons may write to the Student Conservation Association, PO Box 550,
Charlestown, N . H . , 03603, for further information and an applicatin form. A detailed
list with descriptions of the activities in each park and forest is available. Applictions
are due by March 1, 1977.

Persons interested in the position should
Governors State University is in the pro
cess or selecting persons for an approx

either be gradua ted from G.S.U. or have
attended

G.S.U.

for

at

teat

th ree

imate period or three ( 3 ) months as a tem

trimesters. Each person selected for this

pora ry recruiting associate. The activities

position will undergo a training program

trated in talking with potentia l students,

and opera tion, University transfer policy,
University academi c progra ms, financial

or these persons will be mainly concen
faculty, and starr in the com munity col

M-ML-BC-15
openings in the following fields : Data
processing Trainee, Accounting Trainee,
Salary Sales Representatives, Manage
ment Trainees.
T-BC-20
F I NANCE
CONT RACTO R
SPECIALIST. Some coursework in Ac
counting, Business Law. Auditing, or ADP
would be disirable. BS or MS degree
preferred but willing to consider gradutes
in other a reas, such as Political Science.
HS-Coun-BC-10
GRADUATE
ASSITANT-secretarial
1uties, tutoring, counseling.
PS-sT-BC-5
ASSOCIATE PERSONNEL ANALYST.
\lust file before 2/18/77 for examination.
E:-El-BC-32
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS.
Regular education and special educa tion.
E-Sec-BC-15
J U N IOR
H I GH
SCHOOL SC I ENCE
TEACHER. Must be qulaified to teach
general science, earth science, or physical

FOLLOWS: Group Insurance Specialist,
Director of Communications, Manager of
E m ployee
Benefits,
New
Product
Manager, Auditor, Staff Accountant,
Systems-Project Leader, Sr. Programmer
Analyst, Programmer Analyst . These
positions are available for women.
M-CI-BC-5
CUSTOMER
SERVIE
REPRESEN
TATIVE. Immediate - Female preferred
Salary up to $8000 depending on qualifica
tions and experience. Company car, ex
penses and top firnges.

leges concerning the academic programs
or G .S.U., the process of enrollment at the
University, financial aid, etc. Recruiters
will submit brier questionnaires to poten
tial students a nd will prepa re reports after
each

visitation.

Recruiters

will

be re

qu ired to work an eight hour day, rive days

a week. It should be noted that due to the
schedule or the community colleges. there
will

be some

evening

work

required.

Recruiters will be paid at a rate or $500.00

per month. Visitation arrangements will

be made prior to the recruiters visitation.

It is anticpated that the recruiter will a lso

be invol ved in other activities relating to
recruitment.

which would include G.S.U. organization

aid, com munity college operatio ns, the use
or various resources C cata logs, brochures
or GSll l . progra m status ( relative to ad
missions ), personne l to contact. ad mis

sions policies. graduation requirem ents,
registration
routines.
general
testing

system. etc.

Interested persons should pick up a n ap
plication and return it to the Vice Presi
dent for Academic Affairs Office by no
later than February 22. 1977. From the a p
plications submitted, candidates will be

chosen for interview s. I n terviews will be
concluded on February 25, 1977, with a
starting date or employme nt of February

28. 1977.

Classilieds

FOR SALE
Park Forest 2 bedroom duplex con
dom i n i u m ;
central
air,
ca rpeted
throughout, finished family room side
drive, full basement, rustic landscaping.
$24,000 , Phone 747-5528.

60 VW sq. bk. for sale. Needs exhaust &
bumpers. Body & interior in good condi
tion. $100. Call563-9436or 534-5000 x 2260.

For Sale. 15 ft. aluminum canoe $200.
Phone 534-5000 ext. 2191

2 bedroom apartment, 6-month sublet in
Need a typist. Please call GSU ext 2293 oc
Richton Square Apts. Quiet, indoor pool ,
748-o820 If not there leave your phone
large closets, appliances . Close t o GSU.
number.
Security deposit. $260 Monthly. Phone
534-5000 , ext. 221 1 .

l will do typing in my home. Can do pick-up
& delivery to GSU only. Contact Ms. Her
dig, 755-9028.
Former secretary and statistical typise
will do private typing and minor editing.
For information call Donna, 754-5309, after
1 : 30 p.m.
5 Mercury Gran Marquis for sale. Power
indows, seats, steering, antenna, brakes,
AM/FM stereo, climate control, tilt wheel,
nd more. $5,000 or best offer. Must sell.
Call 563-9436 or 534-5000 x 2260.
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R ES EA R C H
Send only one dollar (to cover
postage) for your copy of our
latest mail-order catalog of over
7,000 research papers.
•
•
•

Ouellty Un•urpeNH
F••t, D..,wldle s.mc.

SPHChe.. Reporta, elc.
All MotenOII Sold
For Reaurch AU11tence Onl�

AU1l40RI' REIEARCH IEJMCU INC
407 South Dearborn Street, Suite 1500
Chicago. llllnoie 80605
112-tza-0100

Hemisphere Travel . 111c.
938 P I P E R L A N E

W I L LOW P A R K P L AZ A
W H E E L I NG . I L L I NO I S 60090

( 3 1 2; S4 1 - 7 5 7 5

LAS PAL M AS
CAN A RY IS LAN.. DS
S PAI N
,

S PR I N G VACATI O N
.A P R I L 22-30, 1 977
8 DAY S - 7 N I G H TS

sasgoo

Contac t: Frankie Barnes
534-5000 & 21 42

· a DAYS· 7 NIG HTS
ALL-INCLU SIVE! -SPAIN
LOOKING FOR SU N ON A SHOESTRING YOU'RE
I N LUCK! THIS IS A TRIP TO SAN DY B EACH ES,
BULLFIG HTS, PAELLA AN D PERFECT WEATH ER.
LAS PALMAS IS TH E PLACE · A
VACATION PARADISE. COME, AND DISCOVER
THE EXCITEMENT O F SPAI N AND TH E TRANQUILITY
FOUN D IN ONE OF EU ROPE'S TOP RESORTS.
AT THIS PRICE, WHO CAN AFFORD TO STAY HOME?
A SHOPPER'S PARADISE, LAS PALMAS'
PRICES ARE SO LOW THAT EVEN DUTY
FREE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS CAN'T
COMPETE.

YOU R LAS PALMAS TOU R INCLUDES :

Round Trip jet flights direct from Chicago
In-Flight meal a nd beverage service while aloft
• Seven nights at a First-Class Hotel
• Welcome Sangria Party
• Continental Breakfast Daily
• Sightseeing tour of the city of Las Palmas

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

All Transfers and Baggage handling between Airport and Hotel
Taxes and gratuities to Bellmen , Maids and waiters for included service
U.S. and Spanish Departure Taxes
Services of an Experienced Tour Escort Throughout the Tour
A Special hospitality desk at your hotel
Optional Excursions and Dinner Plan Available

FOR RESERVATI ONS, CONTACT:
H EMISPHERE TRAVEL 541 -7575 OR CHICAGO NO. 631 ·1 344
This Is a NLC-OTC Tour, using Capitol Airways , a U . S . Certified Supplemental Air Carrier

$1 00.00

DEPOSIT REQUIRED I M MEDIATELY

I.....
--

•

FULL PAYMENT REQUIRED 45 DAYS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE

TELEPHO•
DIIE

Fun refund H cancelled 45 days prior to departure. Deposit non-refundable H canceled after 45 days prior II departure.
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